Acts 20 2 Others have also compared the farewell addresses in Luke-Acts with those in the OT and the Apocrypha 3 But few have noticed that Luke treats the speech at the Last Supper as Jesus' counterpart of Paul's farewell address in Acts 20 This may be because it consists mostly of traditional sayings gathered together and because there is some dialogue instead of the monologue in Acts 20 Most of the commentaries and treatments of Luke 22 focus on the institution narrative and on the problem of the authenticity of the sayings attributed to Jesus 4 The hypothesis underlying this article is that Luke had enough rhetorical training to recognize and imitate a literary form and genre such as the farewell address 5 Finding this literary form both in his GrecoRoman milieu and in the Greek Bible which he was consciously imitating, 6 Luke gave his readers what they would expect-a farewell speech by Jesus before his death I am not arguing that Luke used any one farewell speech as his exemplar Rather, from his familiarity with many farewell speeches, he gave Luke 22 a "biblical flavor" by alluding especially to Greek OT farewell speeches. 7 A modern comparison might be the biblicism and King James English in some contemporary sermons. Nor will I join the discussion of the sources of Luke 22:14-38. It seems more likely that Luke gathered unrelated sayings into the farewell speech form for his Last Supper account than that some unknown editor had already done this. Therefore, the arguments that Luke modified Mark in the light of other traditional material (closer to 1 Corinthians 11) seem more probable than that he simply replaced Mark with a preexisting complex in vv 14-38. But my thesis is about the present arrangement of the sayings of Jesus in the form of a farewell address, whether produced by Luke or his source. Greco-Roman symposium discussions probably also influenced Luke 22:14-38. 8 But the frequency with which Luke imitates and alludes to his Greek Bible suggests that biblical farewell addresses were his primary models.
This article will use the following steps to demonstrate the thesis it advances, that Luke 22:14-38 imitates biblical farewell speeches for readers in a Hellenistic culture. It will first describe forms of farewell address-Greco-Roman (like the testament of Socrates in Plato's Phaedo) and biblical (which were imitated in Josephus and intertestamental literature as well as in Acts 20 and the NT)-and then compare Luke 22:14-38 especially with 1 Mace 2:49-70 and 1 Kgs 2:1-10, prime examples of the genre that seem also to have influenced Luke 22 directly. A chart will summarize the evidence and illustrate elements of the farewell address in Greco-Roman and biblical farewell speeches. The article will also briefly compare the functions of other farewell addresses with those in Luke 22. Throughout, it will apply insights from the genre to parts of the passage that have perplexed commentators.
I. Forms of the Farewell Address

A. Greco-Roman
Socrates' farewell dialogue in Plato's Phaedo had great influence on the Greco-Roman farewell address. The genre highlighted the speaker's 7 C. H. Talbert's review criticized Michel for limiting his study, Abschiedsrede, to biblical and Jewish authors without treating Greco-Roman writers (JBL 94 [1975] impending death, care of those remaining, regulation of discipleship, thanks to the gods, an accounting for his life, consolation to an inner circle of followers, didactic speeches, and political and philosophical testaments.
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As a model for farewell address, the Phaedo is much like Deuteronomy. The Phaedo presents the last words of Socrates, as Deuteronomy purports to be Moses' farewell. Both are classical examples of the genre, but as paradigms they fail to be as clear-cut as shorter, exclusively farewell speeches like 1 Kgs 2:1-10. Both include important aspects of their heroes' teaching in long discourses that have little to do with the setting of impending death. As Moses* farewell has to be extracted from long sections of Torah, so does Socrates' from a long dialogue on the soul's immortality.
Because the Phaedo inspired so many imitations, the elements of its farewell speech are worth recalling. The setting of the dialogue before Socrates' execution adds solemnity to its teaching about the immortality of the soul. It purports to be Socrates' last teaching in philosophy, which he describes as practicing for being dead, since philosophy teaches how to ignore bodily distractions (Phaedo 80E-81A).
The following exchanges have many expressions in common with Luke's preface. In 59D, Phaedo says, "I will try to diêgësasthai" about Socrates' death. Echecrates responds, "so try to akribestata diexelthein everything. . . ." In 59C Phaedo promises, "I will try to tell you everything from the beginning (ex arches . . . diêgësasthai)" Both Plato and Luke are concerned with narrating accurately what happened from the beginning.
Allusions to Socrates' impending death pervade the dialogue (61B, 63D, 69D, 85B, 89B). The sections from 115 to the end in 118 contain many of what will become the standard elements of a farewell speech. Socrates wants to take his bath before the poison comes, so the women will not have to wash his dead body (115A). Crito asks if Socrates has last directions concerning his children or burial (115B-C). Those to be left behind talk of their misfortune in losing one "like a father to us" (116A). Socrates has the women and his children come, and he gives them his last directions; he then sends them away (to avoid displays of grief) and turns to his friends (116B). Socrates gives a final example and teaching by correcting his friends who urge him to put off the poison (116D-117A). Before drinking the poison, Socrates prays to the gods that his departure be fortunate: "so I offer this prayer and may it be granted (genoito)" (117C). After watching him drink the poison, his friends break into tears and are rebuked by Socrates (117C-E). The dialogue reports Socrates' last words before he died, instructions to Crito to offer a cock to Asclepius, the god of healing (in thanksgiving for his death). Phaedo's final statement is a brief encomium on Socrates as "the best and wisest and most righteous (dikaiotatos) man" (118).
As the chart in section C will illustrate, Greco-Roman writers tended to ornament their narratives with farewells that involved these and similar elements, but few extant samples combine very many into long farewell discourses. As in many ancient biographies, authors stressed witty and memorable sayings of their heroes. Among the kinds of last words Schmidt mentions, many fit the patterns of farewell addresses in the tradition of Plato's Phaedo: The speaker (1) gives commands or names successors; (2) exhorts, urges disciples to remember his teachings; (3) sometimes curses enemies; (4) proclaims innocence or fulfillment of office; (5) defends what he did or why he is about to commit suicide; (6) reflects on his life; (7, rarely) seeks clemency; (8) shows courage facing death; (9) sometimes expresses sorrow; (10, infrequently) turns over soul to gods.
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B. Biblical Forms and Variations
Stauffer cites biblical differences from the preceding, such as a lack of initiation into the ars moriendi. In the Bible, the one giving the farewell io Ibid. 11 W. Schmidt, De Ultimis Morientium Verbis (Diss., U. Marburg; Marburg: Chr. Schaaf, 1914) 8-9, 15-22. 12 Ibid., 37-38. Cf. the use of progymnasmata in ancient education in Kurz, "Rhetoric, " 186, Schmidt, Ultimis Verbis, 54-63.
speech is a man of God guided by God rather than a god-man neither fully human nor fully divine. Elements Stauffer lists are revelations of the speaker's coming death, final orders, installation of his successor, a speech to the people about his life, warnings for the future, and woes or consolations.
14 Famous examples of this tradition are Deuteronomy, Tob 14:3-11, and The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. Luke's Greek Bible had several farewell addresses. The Hebrew Bible has many farewell speeches, but I stress the Greek because of the consensus that Luke used the Greek. For farewell addresses, the most significant differences of the Greek Bible are examples found in later books not extant in the Hebrew Bible (like Maccabees and Tobit). Some of the later examples are closer to Luke than earlier speeches, in style as well as in time and culture. The fact that some Greek biblical books (e.g., Maccabees) have Hellenistic origins also undercuts dichotomies often made between Judaism and Hellenism.
15 Some translation decisions in the Greek Bible may also be affected by Greco-Roman rhetoric of farewell addresses, but to illustrate that is beyond the purpose of this paper.
Besides the Greek Bible, one important parallel for the farewell address in Luke 22:14-38 is that of Paul in Acts 20:17-38. This is not to argue that Acts was written first, but it does imply that Luke and Acts were conceived as a two-volume work and that the plan for Acts was influential in the way the first volume was written. The biblical literature also has farewell speeches at epiphanies of God or angels, for example, Raphael's in Tobit. This example is similar in structure to nonbiblical epiphanies of gods, but is an angelic doxology of God's work, to which Tobias's response is a hymn to God (Stauffer, "Abschiedsreden, (31) (32) 18 Acts 20 is more or less a unity, whereas Luke 22:14-38 consists of independent sayings that have been woven together into a speech. An important difference is that Paul's is a monologue, Jesus' a dialogue. The dialogue form, especially with the disciples' misunderstanding (Luke 22:24, 38) , is reminiscent of Socratic dialogues as well as biblical dialogues like Joshua 23-24 and 1 Samuel 12.
The introduction has suggested, and a chart will illustrate, that Luke 22 has elements from several farewell speeches, rather than mimicking any one speech. Luke 22 imitates the perceived genre of "farewell address" especially in its biblical forms. But prime examples of those forms, on which Luke seems to be directly dependent for some details, are 1 Mace 2:49-70 (which Acts 20:17-38 also imitates) and 1 Kgs 2:1-10.
The following basic structure of a farewell dialogue is found in Luke 22:14-38. (1) Jesus refers to his imminent death (22:15-18), (2) instructs conception." Talbert sees such a unified conception behind Luke and Acts, abundantly illustrated by the many parallels between the two books (passim). H. J. Cadbury had argued similarly: Luke and Acts "are not merely two independent writings from the same pen; they are a single continuous work. Acts is neither an appendix nor an afterthought. It is probably an integral part of the author's original plan and purpose" (The Making of Luke-Act s [London: SPCK, 1968] the disciples to share the eucharistie bread and wine "eis tên emên anamnësin yy (22:19-20) , and (3) within the eucharistie words refers to "the new covenant" through his blood shed for them (22:20) . (4) (6) Mattathias's last charge is "to rally about you all who observe the law" (RSV). Jesus charges Simon to strengthen his brothers (Luke 22:31-32 fulfilled in Acts 1-2 with the gathering of the 120). However, the setting in Acts differs radically from the situation of vengeance in 1 Maccabees.
Luke had deferred from chap. 22 the usual blessing at the end of a farewell speech (e.g., 1 Mace 2:69) and notice of death and mourning (e.g., 1 Mace 2:70). The blessing comes before the risen Jesus departs at the end of the Gospel (Luke 24:50-51). Luke's is the only Gospel to mention the people mourning after Jesus' death (Luke 23:48). This is not to claim Luke is imitating 1 Mace 2:69-70 in Luke 24:50-51 and 23:48. But one can suggest that similar elements of farewell addresses have influenced both the Lucan and Maccabean passages. Besides these four similarities, both speeches give directions for a dramatic reversal in situation after the speakers' deaths. Solomon's tasks of vengeance flow from the difference between David's lifetime, when he was bound not to take revenge, and Solomon's, who was not so bound. This reverses Joab's and Shimei's situations. The time of relative peace in Jesus' lifetime will be followed by a time of hostility.
Few of the Greco-Roman passages that scholars mention in their treatments of farewell addresses have very full examples of the form. Most focus on a "last word," often a poignant, final saying, rather than giving a full speech. In fact, the Lucan example which W. Schmidt compares to GrecoRoman last words is Luke 23:46: "Father, into your hands I commit my spirit," not the farewell address of Luke 22:14-38. 24 The fullest parallel to biblical versions of the form is Socrates' farewell in Plato's Phaedo. The only other examples with more than a few farewell speech elements are Plutarch Cato Minor 66, Plutarch Otho 15-17, Diogenes Laertius Epicurus 10:16-18 (including his will, 10:18-21, and his last letter, 10:22), and passages from Josephus, like Ant. 4.8.45-49 § §309-31 (Moses' farewell, mixing biblical and Greek rhetorical elements).
Comparison of large numbers of Greco-Roman death scenes and farewell words and speeches with biblical and postbiblical examples shows two variant streams of farewell address. They differ significantly in tone, situation, vocabulary, and rhetoric. In Greco-Roman literature, the speakers of farewell addresses are generally statesmen or philosophers. They show much concern with suicide, the meaning of death, questions about noble deaths, and life after death. Most of this is alien to deaths and farewells in the biblical traditions. Conversely, Greco-Roman death scenes lack the strong biblical emphasis on God's plan, people and covenant, or on theodicy and theological interpretations of history.
Though Luke 22 and Acts 20 share many elements with Plato's Phaedo, both are clearly in the biblical tradition of farewell speeches, and in tone and content and style have more in common with biblical than with secular farewell addresses. The chart in Part I (C) indicates the following elements to be especially common: (1) the summoning of successors, (2) the speaker's example, (3) his impending death, (4) an exhortation, (5) his warning and final injunctions, (6) his promises, (7) his appointment of a successor, (8) the mourning of his family and friends, (9) a sacrifice or the renewal of a covenant, (10) the care of those left behind, (11) consolations to an inner circle, (12) future degeneration. Though some of these are intrinsic to the situation of farewell or dying (##3, 8, 10, 11) , several (##1, 2, 4-7, 12) imply a paraenetic setting.
As part of larger narratives, however, the speeches have additional 25 Nordheim, Lehre der Alten, 232-42, esp. p. 233. A testament cannot be a testament and be lacking in instructions for behavior, but it can be without either the recapitulation of the past or the announcements of the future. Nevertheless, those are major elements and cannot be considered secondary appendages to the form. Their intention is aimed at instructions for behavior, however. On "my sons" and sapiential literature, see Cortes, Adiós, 60-61.
functions implied by these elements. The promises, appointing of successors, and renewing of covenant (##6-7, 9) imply a narrative function of legitimating successors. They show continuity from the beginning to the present. The solemn farewell situation emphasizes and grounds contemporary teaching and practice in the founder. Foretelling difficulties (##5, 12), especially defections from original teaching, can function as an apologetic, dissociating the founder from later "heretics/' Additional elements noted in many of the Greek OT examples are (a) the speaker's innocence and fulfillment of his mission, (b) tasks for the successors, (c) theological review of history, and (d) revelations about the future. All of these can function as justifying and illustrating the divine plan of history, developments after the founder's death, and the soundness of the foundation laid. In other words, these are historiographical functions in the narrative rather than paraenesis to the readers. Luke shares many of these narrative functions and concerns. He is not just preaching to his readers through the examples in the narrative.
A. Paraenetic Functions
Luke 22:14-38 functions paraenetically on two levels: the story and the readers. On the story level Jesus tells his disciples, "Do this in memory of me" (v 19). He encourages the true spirit of authority and forbids them to lord it over those subject to them (vv 24-27) . He gives Simon a mission (v 32) and warns the disciples to be ready (have a sword) for impending crisis (vv 36-37) .
The paraenetic functions for Luke's readers probably reinforce the practice of the Eucharist in their assemblies, emphasize the true meaning of authority in the church, and likewise recall them to readiness.
B. Historiographical Functions
Within Luke's narrative, we can suggest four Lucan applications of historiographical functions common to the genre. The first is to show and justify the transitions of authority in the church from Jesus to the twelve. Similarly, the speech in Acts 20 demonstrates the transition from Paul to the churches' elders. This is part of the asphaleia Luke promised to Theophilus (Luke 1:4), showing how the present order is grounded in the founder. The second function is to recall the foundations of teachings and practices important to Luke's readers: the Lord's supper, the mode and meaning of Christian authority, and perhaps the change from the missionary practices found in the Jesus sayings. The first two are somewhat obvious. The third suggestion, about change in missionary tactics, may help to explain the puzzling vv 35-38. Commentators generally note how verse 35 refers back to the instructions to the seventy-two in Luke 10:4.
27 But there is no consensus about the significance of these verses in context. Viewing them as part of a farewell address functioning within the two-volume narrative leads to the following suggestion: Paul's farewell address in Acts 20, which corresponds to Jesus' in Luke 22, holds up Paul's example of not seeking money from those he serves. Rather, the elders' work should give them the resources to help the weak . But Paul's practice of supporting himself contradicts the sayings of Jesus in the Gospels. Luke 9:3 and 10:4 tell missionaries to receive what they need from those to whom they minister. The Corinthian correspondence shows that Paul was attacked because of this. His approach was unlike Peter's, who did follow the sayings of Jesus and rely on church support (1 Cor 9:3-18). The problematic Luke 22:35-38 seems to lay an apologetic foundation for Paul's pastoral instructions in Acts 20. Aside from obvious reference to Jesus' passion and to future hostility to Christian missionaries, the positive meaning of these verses is disputed. But they certainly render the previous missionary instructions less absolute, and imply that changes in conditions can justify changes in methods. By undercutting the absolutism of the Gospel instructions, they implicitly defend the different approach of Paul and leaders of churches he founded from criticism.
A third historiographical function of the Luke 22 farewell speech is apologetic for the founders, vis-à-vis historical problems with Christianity. Apologetic for Paul's ministry is a dominant theme in the parallel Acts 20 speech. By demonstrating that Paul did everything possible for the Ephesian church but predicted later damage from false teachers, the speech explains decline in a Pauline church and absolves Paul from blame for it. 28 Since Jesus was not attacked by Christians the way Paul was, the apologetic function of Luke 22 is different. By recalling that Jesus knew his betrayer and predicted Peter's fall, it showed that the fates of Judas and Peter were not due to Jesus' poor judgment in choosing disciples. Jesus' fate was determined by God, and Judas' action was necessary for it, yet culpable (Luke 22:21-22). Peter was caught in Satan's cosmic machinations against God's kingdom, but Jesus' prayer preserved him to succeed Jesus as leader. The speech adds the apologetic 
HI. Conclusions
Although mostly traditional sayings make up Luke 22:14-38, this article has illustrated how they combine to form a farewell address. It found many common farewell elements with the frequently imitated final dialogue of Socrates in Plato's Phaedo, as well as with biblical farewell addresses. But though other Greco-Roman writings imitated Socrates' last dialogue, few can be found that have any extensive farewell address sharing these elements. Most merely give the person's "last word" (usually a clever epigram) and describe his or her death.
We have tried to avoid any dichotomy between Hellenistic and biblical writing. But we have distinguished two different traditions of farewell addresses and have found that Luke 22 and Acts 20 imitate the biblical more than the secular Greco-Roman speeches. 1 Mace 2:49-70 and 1 Kgs 2:1-10 seem to have had a special influence on the motifs, structure, and vocabulary of Luke 22.
Luke 22:14-38 also has functions similar to those of biblical farewell speeches. Besides the paraenetic functions common to most farewell speeches, it also has standard historiographical functions, like showing transitions in authority and changing circumstances that justify changes in practice. It functions apologetically by stressing Jesus' prophecies of denials and setting what happened in the context of God's will.
Viewing the whole of Luke 22:14-38 as an example of the biblical farewell address contributes to the solution of the following problems that remain after synoptic comparison, source studies, and focus on the individual pericopes. Especially, it relates and makes sense of apparently unrelated pericopes. For example, it gives a reasonable answer to much speculation about the cup-bread-cup order and manuscript problems, speculation that tries to explain why statements about desiring to eat the passover and drink wine one last time precede the Eucharist passage.
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A farewell address could hardly begin with the eucharistie words, so these others were prefixed to indicate clearly the situation of a final meal and impending death. Nor could one expect the prediction of Judas' betrayal to begin a farewell address, so it is moved to later in the scene than in Mark. The genre of farewell address also helps to explain Luke's placing of the dispute over greatness: though it seems so out of place when viewed as an isolated pericope, it introduces paraenesis, an expected aspect of farewell speeches. By moving paraenesis on Christian authority to this solemn setting, Luke is implying that Jesus devoted his last teaching to it, thus underlining its importance.
Other puzzling aspects of Luke 22:14-38 are also found to be common elements of the genre of farewell address. The misunderstanding of disciples is common to dialogues in general and farewell dialogues in particular. Promises and successions of authority are standard in biblical farewell addresses. Jesus' bequeathing to his disciples the kingdom his Father had bequeathed to him fits the genre. The prediction about Simon suits the genre as warning of coming problems. And the peculiar statement about having a purse and sword illustrates the new situation after the founder's death, a reversal as from David's reign to Solomon's regarding the punishment of Joab and Shimei. It also clears away a major objection to Paul's missionary style and thus prepares for the apologetic of the Pauline farewell speech in Acts 20.
